
BEOWULF HERO OR KING

The epic poem presents Beowulf as both an ideal king and a hero. He bears all the qualifications of ideal heroes and
kings.

In it, he, his wife Wealhtheow , and his warriors spend their time singing and celebrating. Another character
that qualifies him for ideal hero is his lack of the fear of death. Beowulf is a hero of the Geats who arrives in
Denmark from Geatland to help the king of the Danes, Hrothgar. Though the story was written in
Anglo-Saxon times, the credentials one would need in order to be considered by society a hero remain the
same. The two slay the dragon, but Beowulf is mortally wounded. Beowulf is completely aware of his limited
abilities, but his loyalty to the defense of his people overcomes his physical limits. These claims made also tie
into our present day. These words describe the monster Grendel, who is truly an evil entity. Goldsmith did in
"The Christian Theme of Beowulf". When citing an essay from our library, you can use "Kibin" as the author.
Andersson  When the western mound to the left in the photo was excavated in , the finds showed that a
powerful man was buried in a large barrow, c. Each one of these literary figures has exhibited necessary traits
needed to be considered an epic hero. Beowulf refuses to use any weapon because he holds himself to be the
equal of Grendel. Although both of them embody the values of their societies, Beowulf is a more successful
hero because he truly reaches Beowulf : A Hero Or Hero? Vitellius A. Hrothgar, Beowulf, and their men track
Grendel's mother to her lair under a lake. Beowulf identifies many traits to allow the reader to make his own
assumption on this epic poem. All of his mature feats were pursued based on his sense of loyalty and carried
out through his physical abilities. The poem begins and ends with funerals: at the beginning of the poem for
Scyld Scefing 26â€”45 and at the end for Beowulf â€” The warrior was the ultimate hero who represented
strength and courage. On the other hand, one might posit a poem which is composed by a literate scribe, who
acquired literacy by way of learning Latin and absorbing Latinate culture and ways of thinking , probably a
monk and therefore profoundly Christian in outlook. In these lines, a last lone survivor is implying that
treasure is of no value when it cannot be shared with others. Confident in his abilities and committed to his
task, Beowulf voluntarily embarks on a mission to defeat Grendel, the treacherous enemy of the Danish
kingdom. New York: Fordham University Press,  The essays in our library are intended to serve as content
examples to inspire you as you write your own essay. In the way that it is currently bound, the Beowulf
manuscript is followed by the Old English poem Judith. Beowulf is considered an epic poem in that the main
character is a hero who travels great distances to prove his strength at impossible odds against supernatural
demons and beasts. The hero is usually the protagonist that in which is sent on a quest. These lines say that
Beowulf was saddened by his forthcoming death, but was still brave and willing to give up his reputation and
fame to die protecting his people. XV Beowulf survives in a single manuscript dated on palaeographical
grounds to the late 10th or early 11th century. Historical background[ edit ] Approximate central regions of
tribes mentioned in Beowulf, with the location of the Angles in Angeln. An example of him being competitive
is when Beowulf competed in a swimming race against Breca. These things are demonstrated in the tale of the
most celebrated hero of Anglo-Saxon times, Beowulf. Now lastly, in the ending part of the poem, the motif of
Ubi Sunt is represented greatly around in the last fight between Beowulf and the Dragon. Up until the end of
Beowulf's life he was constantly looking to be the hero. One such tale, over a thousand years old, stands out
from all the rest: Beowulf, the tale of a great warrior, on his quest to achieve eternal glory, defeating great
opponents. Heroes and villains, struggles and victory. Grendel's mother pulls him in, and she and Beowulf
engage in fierce combat. In the story of Beowulf, readers get to see a young audacious hero show the abilities
of loyalty, wisdom, and physical strength. A hero is noted for his or her actions for being brave, powerful, and
acting with honor. This allows our team to focus on improving the library and adding new essays. For more
information on choosing credible sources for your paper, check out this blog post. The events in the poem take
place over most of the sixth century, after the Anglo-Saxons had started migrating to England and before the
beginning of the seventh century, a time when the Anglo-Saxons were either newly arrived or were still in
close contact with their Germanic kinsmen in Northern Germany and southern Scandinavia. In , Albert S.


